SUITE™ INSPIRATION LAYOUTS

PRIVATE OFFICE SOLUTIONS TEAM
INDEX

PRICE

- $ ($0 - $40k) ................................................................. SIF’s - 108 82
- $$ ($40k - $55k) ........................................................ SIF’s - 106 110
- $$$ ($55k & above) ........................................... SIF’s - 105 107 100 109 99 97 98 96

FOOTPRINT

- 8x8 ................................................................. SIF’s - 82
- 8x10 ................................................................. SIF’s - 108 107 96
- 10x10 ................................................................. SIF’s - 106 98
- 10x12 ................................................................. SIF’s - 97
- 12x14 ................................................................. SIF’s - 105 100 109 110 99

LAYOUT TYPE

- L-Shape ................................................................. SIF’s - 98
- U-Shape ................................................................. SIF’s - 96 99 100 106
- T-Shape ................................................................. SIF’s - 110 82
- Freestanding ........................................................ SIF’s - 107 109
- Inline ................................................................. SIF’s - 105 108 97
KEY DESIGN FEATURES

- Multiple users in one office
- Tackable surfaces for collaboration and externalization
- Shelves for display

MATERIALS

- Case - Wood Veneer, Doublecut Dune
- Trim - Bright Polished Anodized
- Tackboard - Chevron, Wavy

SIF Tag: Suite 105
For questions, email PrivateOfficeSolutionsTeam@haworth.com.
KEY DESIGN FEATURES
- Leather inlay worksurface
- Lockable touch latch cabinet in filler cube
- White backpainted glass back panels on shelves

MATERIALS
- Case - Wood Veneer, Doublecut Melba
- Glass - White, Low Iron Backpainted Glass
- Metal Trim - Graphite
KEY DESIGN FEATURES

• Standard product, no Tailored Solutions
• (2) Height Adjustable surfaces
• Glass fronts on OSU for collaboration

MATERIALS

• Case - Wood Veneer, Doublecut Flint
• Locks - Black
• Trim - Brownstone
• Blotter - Brisa, Mineral
• Tackboard - Camp, Rain
KEY DESIGN FEATURES

- Occupies small footprint
- Sliding door credenza to hide personal items when needed
- Glass worktop for collaboration

MATERIALS

- Case - Wood Veneer, Clear on Quarter Cut Walnut
- Blotter - Cotswold, Tree
- Metal Trim - Pitch (Textured)
KEY DESIGN FEATURES

- Multi-use space; Work wall can be locked while user is away
- Ribbon base collaboration table
- Sliding door bookcase for storage of reference materials

MATERIALS

- Case - Wood Veneer, Doublecut Ebony
- Trim - Charcoal
- Accent Wall Tile - Magnetic White Back-painted Glass
- Blotter - Cotswold, Pickeralweed
KEY DESIGN FEATURES

- L-shaped height adjustable worksurface
- Monitor for screen sharing and displaying content
- Plenty of locking storage

MATERIALS

- Case - Wood Veneer, Doublecut Wenge
- Metal Trim - Chrome
- Locks - Chrome
KEY DESIGN FEATURES

- Collaboration space
- Writable wall tiles for externalization
- Power & Technology seamlessly integrated

MATERIALS

- Case - Wood Veneer, Doublecut Applegate
- Accent Wall Tile - Magnetic White Back-painted Glass
- Trim - Metallic Silver
- Blotter - Cotswold, Silver Dollar

SIF Tag: Suite 109
For questions, email PrivateOfficeSolutionsTeam@haworth.com.
**KEY DESIGN FEATURES**

- Large office with conferencing table and credenza
- Built-in refrigerators for beverages
- Plenty of lockable storage and personal storage

**MATERIALS**

- Case - Wood Veneer, Doublecut Melba
- Tackboard - Camp, Cot
- Locks - Chrome
- Metal Trim - Chrome

SIF Tag: Suite 99
For questions, email PrivateOfficeSolutionsTeam@haworth.com.
KEY DESIGN FEATURES

- Small footprint
- Monitor for screen sharing and collaboration
- Lockable storage for sensitive filing

MATERIALS

- Case - Wood Veneer, Retro on Walnut
- Locks - Chrome
- Wall tile - White backpainted glass
- Metal Trim - Metallic Champagne
KEY DESIGN FEATURES

- Dual purpose layout - office & collaboration space
- Many shelves for personalization and display
- Monitor and tackboards for content sharing

MATERIALS

- Case - Wood veneer, Doublecut Melba
- Accent Wall Tile - Magnetic White Back-painted Glass
- Trim - Metallic Silver

SIF Tag: Suite 97
For questions, email PrivateOfficeSolutionsTeam@haworth.com.
KEY DESIGN FEATURES

- Height Adjustable worksurface
- Mix of open vs. closed/lockable storage
- Power & Technology seamlessly integrated

MATERIALS

- Case - Wood Veneer, Mocha on Oak
- Glass - Magnetic White Backpainted, Low Iron
- Trim - Chrome

SIF Tag: Suite 110
For questions, email PrivateOfficeSolutionsTeam@haworth.com.
KEY DESIGN FEATURES

- Occupies a small footprint
- Magnetic writable wall tile for externalization
- Lockable storage as well as open storage

MATERIALS

- Case - Wood Veneer, Doublecut Echo
- Accent Wall Tile - Magnetic White Back-painted Glass
- Metal Trim - Graphite
TEAM MEMBERS

Left to Right: Madison Gentry, Megan Dora, Terra Gonzales, Megan Garcia, & Amanda Rowe

SUBMITTING A SUITE OPPORTUNITY WITH OUR TEAM

Complete the request form through haworth.com/privateofficesolutions, or locate the Private Office Solution’s “Quick Links” on Voice Haworth.

For Design Support & Assistance, email PrivateOfficeSolutionsTeam@Haworth.com

SUITE ASSISTANCE

• Concept Layouts
• Floor plans
• Canvas and Canvas Files
• Renderings
• Value Engineering
• Product Recommendations
• Tailored Solutions
• CAD Files
• Positioning Points
• Orderable SIF Files
• Specification Checks